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Greetings folks
With the year winding down, it’s time for me to send
Christmas wishes to you and yours. Safe travels, if you plan
to be on the roads, and hope you have happy times with
family & friends.
We continue to enjoy the odd outing, although numbers
have dwindled.
In early October we had a braai at our place in Howick.
December the lunch was cancelled (too many other events
on at the same time) and a few of us went to the Baynesfield
Christmas Fair instead.
We will have our (part-sponsored) lunch now in early
February, with our AGM.
Neville & Anne Groom have moved from their home on the
South Coast up to Pretoria to be closer to family. (Neville is
Allan88.) Their beautiful P6 has moved up with them. They
now
remain members of the NROA and we hope they settle
happily in their new environment.

A fine example of a P2
Apparently not particularly rare now, being the
most common model/body/year combination of
any of the P2 Rovers. They were uncommon
when new, as only about 200 were made, but
more than half of those have survived
(Info from a Facebook page)

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
5th February : AGM & lunch – venue to be
confirmed.
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Johan & Petro van Wyk, from Gauteng. We
hope to meet up with them one day. Johan owns
a few Triumphs but a ROVER P6 V8 is on his
wishlist!

Rover Club Braai at Rose and Clyde’s place, Howick
8th October
Rose organised a club braai at their place in Howick. Start time was 11am. Two groups quickly formed
with the men outside attending to the braai and talking cars. The ladies were inside solving the
World’s problems. Clyde was concerned there was
not enough charcoal on the braai so kept adding
more. He was doing his bit to help global warming.
Neither Rose nor John B remembered to take any
photos so Dawn obliged with some stick drawings.
She did art at school.

The braai was soon ready and Rose had done a
tremendous job of making salads and sumptuous
dessert of apple pie and milk tart.

While the ladies ‘put the world to right’, the
men were having their own in-depth
discussions.

John B discussed the Ackermans steering, his
finding being checked by John W.
A good day was had by all. Big thanks to Rose
and Clyde for the sterling effort to make the
day such a success
.

*******
PS (Ed): Those who were able to join us were Niel & Eileen Rasmussen, Dave & Margrit Miller, John &
Dawn Booth and John Wheaton. We also had a short visit from Cedric Macdonald, who had another
lunch to attend, and it was lovely to catch up with him after quite some time.
Fred & Aisne Rascher were up in Joburg and Chris Wilson was upcountry on business, so unable to
attend.
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Baynesfield Christmas Fair
4th December
The NROA members were invited to join the VSCC at the
Baynesfield Christmas Fair and with our planned lunch on that
date having been cancelled due to low numbers able to attend,
a few of us made our way there instead.
Despite overcast and cool weather, there was quite a good
turnout of public/spectators. However, rather a poor showing
from both the VSCC and the NROA. Fred Rascher, as current
Chairman of the VSCC, was there with his Rover P4 and we (the
Wyatts) with ours. John Wheaton came up with John & Dawn
Booth, in a modern vehicle. Mervyn Payne also attended but in
his MG and parked with their club, which had a number of MGs
displayed. The only other VSCC vehicles were a modern Jaguar (Keith de Klerk), an Alfa (Ron Richmond) and a
Land Rover (Gordon Guthrie). We had a great shady spot under a huge tree.
As always, there was a good variety of craft and food stalls, but of great
interest was the huge amount of old tractors and machinery displayed by
the Natal Vintage Tractor & Machinery Club. Not having been there for a
while, we were astonished by the number of new sheds that have been
erected to house the ever-growing number
of old and interesting farm vehicles that
form part of their museum. Also on display
were a double-decker bus and a very old
fire engine.
In pride of place was an enormous stationary engine that was recently donated
to the club, having been moved from the University of KZN

From an article in the Highway Mail, 22nd November 2022
HISTORY was made earlier this month when a rare engine was
removed from the UKZN Department of Mechanical Engineering to
start its journey to the museum in Baynesfield Estate, near Richmond.
The chairman of the Natal Vintage Tractor and Machinery Club
(NVTMC), George Goswell, said the large single-cylinder engine was
one of six existing examples in the world, one of five working models,
and the only one in South Africa.
The 12-ton engine, made by Mirrlees, Bickerton and Day, Ltd, was
shipped from the United Kingdom in 1931 to the Natal Technical
College, which became the University of KwaZulu-Natal. The engine
was used for the tuition of the mechanical engineering students to
conduct load and engine-related tests.

Our NROA late chairman, Rob North, would have been very happy, as he is sure to have worked on this
engine during his time at UKZN teaching agricultural engineering students, and he was also
instrumental in moving the NVT&MC to Baynesfield.
*********
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The following, which might interest some of you, was sent to me by my cousin, David Scott.
This article below brought back memories of our Dad/Scotty’s knowledge of the Lister Engine from his 50+ years
at Stewarts & Lloyds. (He even knew the serial numbers of all the spare parts.)
Also brings back memories of Lister engines on the farms pumping water and running generators, etc. He
installed so many all over Matabeleland & Midlands “in the good ole days”

MEMORIES OF THE LISTER CD STATIONARY ENGINE
By Tom Hogg
(From memories, cobbled together a while back)
Southern Africa seems to be going through a patch of problems with various degrees of load shedding and even
periods of “no load” whatsoever. This phenomenon takes me back to my childhood in the Tokwe, for we never
suffered with this problem at all. We just never had any electricity at all and the smell of a candle burning or
memories of the paraffin lamp being snuffed out carefully so as not to damage the asbestos “mantle” are still
fresh in my mind.
At the end of 1968, I came back home to work for my father after working for Internal Affairs for three years.
Now, a little wiser in the ways of the outside world, I was ready, in my father’s eyes, to give a hand at last. Dad
was just 79 years old then and still a very active farmer, but very “Victorian” in his approach to the world. So,
when my neighbours, friends and peers in the district started prodding me as to when I would “get electricity so
that we too could watch TV” which had recently become available, from a new transmitter on top of the Peak
Mine in Selukwe, I ran into a problem with Dad! All his life, he had pretty much gone to bed a little after sunset
and got up at sunrise so the idea of extending daylight hours must have seemed an unnecessary luxury!
When questioned by insistent friends, anxious to drag us into the 20th century by force if necessary, as to what
assets we had, I put forward an old Lister CD 7 hp “crude oil” engine which had run a maize mill for about thirty
years. “Right” said Mr Hill, a prominent farmer and neighbour. “I’ll give you an alternator and make up a frame
on which to mount the lighting plant”! This he did, along with a wiring diagram for the house, on the back of his
cigarette box and a while later all was installed and Rio was lit up at last, a TV was purchased and Dad took to it
like the “duck/water” thing....we had “arrived”! The old engine ran for three or four hours per night for the next
ten years only needing to be “de-coked” every six months or so during that period. My calculator, in which I
place much faith, but is always subject to audit by my peers, tells me that it ran for about 12,800 + hours during
that period. And at, for argument’s sake, 40 miles per hour, would have covered half a million miles were it on 4
wheels! Pure speculation I know, but still a fine bit of olde British engineering indeed!
Now, in amongst the good memories of farming in the Tokwe Block all those years ago there are memories of a
much unhappier sort, for I am reminded that on this day, the 11th of December in 1978, our neighbour of some
thirty years, John Hill, was ambushed on his ranch, losing his life in the dreadful incident. He was already a Royal
Navy veteran of the 2nd World War whose ship, HMS Dulverton was “blasted out of the water” in the
Mediterranean while attempting to provide assistance to the Battle raging at that time in the Aegean Sea.
A sad and devastating event for his family and a turning point in all our lives. Now, very effectively left
leaderless and under increasing pressure from the war going on around us, our farming area quickly collapsed
and it was not long until we were all obliged “to throw in the towel” and, while John Hill refused any payment
for his alternator and considerable help with the lighting plant project, my father insisted that something be
done in appreciation, so I hunted in Gwelo for a bottle of Dimple Haig and I remember that making him smile,
for proper Scotch was hard to find in those days!
(Thanks Tom)
Charles Castelin
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Rover 16 Roadster
By John Booth
Progress on the Rover 16. To recapitulate here is the last photo as per the previous article.

So onto the progress.

I stripped off the lights and other
parts to set up for the primer coat.

The rear mudguards were painted. Please forgive my camera. The true colour is British Racing Green. The
procedure I used is to give what I term a false coat as in the photo above. It is easier to see the imperfections
than it would be with a prime coat. You will notice a black line. I marked each imperfection with a
permanent marker. This all got sanded down until the black mark disappeared then it was painted with the
final coat.
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Front wings were painted in the same manner.

While all this was going on Dawn
opted to go swinging through the
trees. Did I go… no chance. There is
something called Terra Firma which I
am quite attached to!!

A touch of green for the body.

The seat was covered in leather.
Thanks to Rod Moore for selling
me the already made up leather
seat cover.
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Once the painting was complete
it was time to remove the
masking tape and reassemble all
the lights etc.

Front wings on and with
lights connected.

Door handles are in place
and the rear mudguards are
fitted.

I borrowed an idea from the Adam and the
Ants breast plate. This fits under the front
grill and fills the gap around the chassis.
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Glass for the windscreen
was cut out of 6mm
laminated glass.

The seat is in situ, giving the car a
sense of luxury. Rover 16 badge and
a Union Flag were neatly positioned.
Remember a Union Jack goes on a
ship whereas a Union Flag goes on
anything else.

Side view not
looking too bad.

The interesting thing about these lights is
that they are actually Holy Communion
cups. I found them in a second hand shop
in the Midlands. They have obviously seen
a lot of use as the silver plating is coming
off. I had the glass lenses and they fitted
perfectly into the cups.
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First drive out the garage.
Engines sounds good. A few
niggles to sort out but brakes,
alternator and steering seem to
be all working well.

Windscreen is on, all
starting to take shape.

These are door handles off a
long gone Durban Hotel. I
have had them for a few
years and was wondering
what to do with them. They
make a perfect support for
the fold-down roof.

I thought of pink for the roof, but
Clyde complained to the Free
State Rover Association so I was
forced to change my mind.
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I am going with beige to
match the seats.

The roof frame folds down nicely onto
the hotel door handles.

Nice top view photo showing the clean
lines and Adams breast plate.

Final shot as it now stands
…. the work continues.
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Yet Another Rover Followed Me Home!
Tony Cope
It is with some concern, in an ageing sense, that come next year I will have been an owner of a Rover product of
some sort for fifty years, the first Rover product being the joint owner in South Africa of the Landrover Series 1
that my brother Nicholas currently owns in Australia.
I finally retired on 8th August and not wishing to wake up on 9th August wondering what to do for the day I flew
to the UK for a long break of over three months to both tour the UK and Transylvania, and to go sailing with
schoolfriends in Greece.
Insurance is a major hassle in the UK in that each individual has to be a named driver for every car they drive,
and often, particularly if you do not have a UK licence, the insurance to drive another car can be more that what
the owner is paying for their insurance on their car in the first place! In addition, like all around the globe car
rental companies are very short of stock so car rental prices are astronomical.
So what to do? There was only one thing to do – fire up the laptop and check out Auto Trader. Unlike the last
two cars I bought in the UK, being a Bentley Continental W12 GT and a Rover 75 V8, I was looking for something
a tad more economical both in terms of purchase price and running costs.
While there are plenty of 75s for sale in the UK I did not want to take on the liability of the fragile KV6 engine
noting I have no workshop here. This reduced the choices to a 1.8 litre turbo or a diesel. However I needed
something that could carry bulky objects just in case I came across a must have antique so that again further
limited the choices to a 75 Tourer. Plugging all the filters in threw up a fairly limited choice of Tourers, and they
all appeared to have been well used as load luggers.
A further complication is that most of London in now a ULEZ (Ultra Low Emission Zone) and non compliant cars
have to pay a daily fee of GBP12.50 to drive within the ULEZ. As I was planning to drive in London from time to
time I needed a petrol car generally younger than 2000 or a diesel car younger than about 2008 to avoid the
ULEZ fee.
So the focus then turned to a Rover 25 or Rover 45. What are these mysterious Rovers that were never sold in
South Africa or Australia?
In summary:
The Rover 200 Series, and later the Rover 25, are a series of small family cars that were produced by British
manufacturer Rover from 1984 to 2005.
The Rover 200 had three distinct generations. The first generation was a four-door saloon car based on
the Honda Ballade. The second generation was available in three or five-door hatchback forms, as well as
a coupé and cabriolet (in relatively small numbers). Its sister model, the Honda Concerto was built on the same
production line in Rover's Longbridge factory. The final generation was developed independently by Rover on
the platform of its predecessor, and was available as a three or five-door hatchback. Just before BMW's sale of
Rover in 2000, and following a facelift, the model was renamed and sold as the Rover 25, and the MG ZR was
based on the Rover 25 with mechanical changes to the suspension.
The Rover 400 was based on the second generation of the Rover 200 Series but as a booted saloon as saloons
were perceived to be more upmarket that hatchbacks at the time. However when reworked as the Rover 45 it
was made larger than the 400 and in both saloon and hatchback styles, whereas the Rover 25 was downsized
from the preceding 200. The 45 MG equivalent was the ZS which was also available with the 2.5 litre KV6
engine.
Both the Rover 25 and 45 had frontal styling similar to the 75, and both were refreshed when the 75 was
updated in 2004. Production of all models ceased in 2005 when MG Rover went into administration.
I owned a 1994 Rover 216i Cabriolet when I lived in Malaysia and was impressed by it, and while it was not
widely known I also had a Rover 214i Cabriolet off the road in Australia. It was a high mileage example so when I
worked in the UK I bought a rusty low mileage 214i Hatchback, cut it in half and shipped the front half back with
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me to Australia. The plan was to make a good car out of the two but work back in Australia was more than full
time so I passed it on and the new custodian of the project is now completing what I planned to do.
A search on Auto Trader of Rover 25 and 45 hatchback models within 50 miles of Woking, Surrey revealed many
choices but after culling high mileage (over 100,000 miles), CVT autos (apparently no gearbox spares anymore),
the 1.1 litre 25s (not good for motorways), 2 litre KV6 45s (fragile engines) and diesels (not the BMW 75 diesel
and very rough at idle apparently) there were about six cars of interest. Most 25s did not have air-conditioning
which normally would not worry me but air-conditioning is more useful in the UK winter to keep the windows
demisted. In the end I inspected all of them and the 25s were a little cramped for my size and had signs of rust
around the wheel arches, one older 45 bore multiple signs of parking by braille, two others with apparently
working air-conditioning blew hot air and not much else, and finally the last one, being a 2004 facelift, appeared
to be in good order with working climate control air-conditioning – and it was a punchy 1.8 litre twin cam K
Series engine and five speed manual to boot. The 45 also came with 1.4 litre and 1.6 litre K Series engines.
In the UK you can get the annual MOT (pink slip) history of a car online and on checking the annual mileages
even when new the 45 of interest only covered about 3,000 miles a year so obviously not a repmobile and
explained why it had done only 47,000 miles in 18 years. This particular car was stored in an airfield hanger and
the dealer, being a younger version of Arthur Daley, met me on the public carpark in a Prius, then disappeared
off for ten minutes driving back in the 45 which had obviously had a quick wash. I called him the next day and
made an offer of not much more than GBP1,000 and we agreed on a deal so again the retrieval process was
repeated when I went to collect the car the following day but this time Arthur Junior was in a BMW. After
exchanging cash in the carpark, logging on to register the car in my name, confirming the pre-arranged
insurance, the Rover 45 was mine!
It blatted along the motorway very nicely on the way home, the airconditioning keeping me cool during the then current UK heatwave,
engine temperature remained at normal, and no warning lights
came on. On getting it home checked it out thoroughly and found
the boot tools still wrapped in their original cellophane, and a six CD
stacker which when loaded with CD’s actually worked! My son
Mitchell, who was currently touring Europe on his motorbike at that
time, made the comment that a working Rover CD stacker should be
in a museum – he is
probably right.
I have now done 1,200 miles in the car with many more planned - and
very happy with it – very perky to drive, getting mpg in the high 30s,
the hatchback is huge, and the sound system is more than adequate.
The tyres were only average so I put a new set on, and the headlining
was drooping badly so I removed the
headlining shell and got it re-covered
by a local trimmer.

If it behaves itself it may well be kept for future UK visits!
So despite my best intentions, my fleet yet again covers both hemispheres
(again)…………
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Article forwarded to us by Roger Houghton
Dated Sep 21

CLASSIC CARS CAN BE A WISE FORM OF INVESTMENT
Classic cars, even lower priced everyday models, are becoming increasingly more attractive as investments
when compared to traditional investments such as stocks and shares, property, art, and gold. This trend has
been highlighted by an in-depth study by Vanarama, a leading British personal and commercial vehicle leasing
company.
The report said that few people previously considered classic cars in the lower price echelons as worthwhile
investments, but it says if you can find a more modern classic in good condition, cars such as a 1991 Volkswagen
GTI or an iconic 1968 Ford Mustang, it can be a smart move to buy one as an asset with significant growth
potential.
The study was extensive and checked out on the value increases on affordable classic cars that cost a similar
amount to an average, modern, second-hand car. The tool used was Hagerty, an international insurance
company that specialises in insuring collectible vehicles and is considered the premier classic value guide which
“exists to keep classic cars on the road.”
The survey looked at pricing spanning 2010 to 2020 to show how a decade’s demand can affect the average
price of a selection of affordable classic cars. Sources were classic car auctions, dealer sales and private sales
with values reported to Hagerty by its members and values from the UK’s top classic car websites.
The survey focused on 10 cars, all of which cost £15 000 (R300 000 in SA) or less and are also available in South
Africa. The cars and the percentage value rise in 10 years: 1961 Volvo P1800 +283%; 1981 Mazda RX-7 +239%;
1972 Volkswagen Beetle +157%; 1968 Datsun 510 +132%; 1983 Land Rover Defender 110 +113%; 1968 Fiat 124
Spider +81%; 1976 Alfa Romeo GTV +80%; 1968 Ford Mustang GT +67%; 1979 Jaguar XJ-S +39%; 1971 Triumph
Stag Mk I +15%.
The next comparison was to see how classic cars fared in terms of increased value vs other investments, being
stocks, UK property, art, gold, and an average savings account. Once again, the period was the 10 years from
2010-2020 and all the investments were valued at £15 000 (R300 000) in 2010.
Stocks went up by 107%; the average, affordable classic car by 97%; UK property by 50%; artwork by 49%; gold
by 45% and the average savings account by 3%.
The top five cars in the Vanarama research all gained more value over 10 years than traditional investments
including precious metals, art, and property. However, to give a more balanced comparison we averaged the
value increase across all 10 cars in our study.
However, as with the other approaches, it is worth noting that, unless you strike it lucky, the best return you
are likely to get is if you store the vehicle (making sure to keep it in good nick!) over a longer time.

Tomorrow's Affordable Classics, What to Watch Out For?
Now that you have seen the money-making potential, what do the experts say you should look out for in a
soon-to-be modern classic? While there are no guarantees – here are five of the biggest indicators you might
be onto a winner:
● Demand – Has the model remained consistently popular beyond when people would usually be on the
lookout for the next best thing? This is, generally, a sign that there is something special and it is worth keeping
an eye on.
● **Rarity – **Demand will often lead to scarcity in models that are on their way to joining the ranks of the
classics. However, just because they are harder to find does not always mean they will cost more upfront. If
you keep out a keen eye for original owners getting rid of a model you want, you could bag a bargain.
● Design – Is it quirky, edgy, or just plain lovely to look at? If so, it is worth keeping an eye on as memorably
designed cars are often the best bet when looking at what will be considered a classic in the future.
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● **Tech – **Any features or gadgets that were revolutionary at the time or even those that in hindsight
were slightly odd can add to the unique appeal of a vehicle and give it more of an edge in whether it will reach
'classic' status.
● Nostalgia – Has the vehicle been around long enough to get a feeling of nostalgia built around it? This is a
crucial factor in identifying a future classic – you may have a hunch about a newer model, but until it has stood
the test of time (say a decade or two), it is less likely to be considered a true 'modern classic'.
One decisive point, to consider is the 'X Factor' - yes, we know it is a bit of a tougher concept to tie down, but
every classic has that bit of magic that makes it stand out from the pack.
Did the vehicle introduce something game-changing to the market? Was it ground-breaking in functionality?
Does it have a fascinating background story? Was it a limited-edition version of a popular model?
If you can answer yes to a few of these, while there are no guarantees, it is a safer bet.

Vanarama's Modern Classic Predictions
Vanarama asked its resident YouTube car reviewer, Mark Nichol, to give his thoughts on what could become
the next classic model.
Here is what he had to say:
"The BMW 1M Coupe stands out: stunning 3.0 engine, rear-wheel drive, manual gearbox, massive fun, quicker
than BMW claimed, and only 450 made.
Or there is the Alpine A110: rare and brilliant.
Porsches are always desirable too, so something a bit special like the 2015 model Cayman GT4, only 50 of
which made it to the UK, will almost certainly be a worthwhile investment.
For something more affordable, the Renaultsport Clio 182 Cup is holding its value well and an original, low
mileage example will most likely steadily rise in value."
For skimmers, Mark's predictions for tomorrow's modern classics are:
● BMW 1M Coupe
● Alpine A110
● 2015 Porsche Cayman GT4
● Renaultsport Clio 182 Cup
* ******
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